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Inspiration from SHINGO - Assure quality at 

Source & Seek Perfection

Purpose of the Presentation

► Introducing the Shingo Philosophy

► Why do we talk about principles?

► Focus on Assure Quality at Source & Seek Perfection

The concepts:-

► So what does this mean in practice

► Review some examples of supporting ‘Systems’

► Discuss the integration with system we should be familiar with

► Behaviours we might observe and associated KBI’s
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What do we do?

Our commitment is to transform organisations, enabling maximum 

effectiveness and people potential.

As an organisation, we live and breathe our brand promise of ‘Together, the 

power to improve’ with both our customers and our own team.

How do we do it?

Through the use of proven diagnostic models and an implementation framework

delivered by highly skilled and experienced practitioners who are continually 

developed by our own Thought Leaders and Partners.

As a business we are all fully committed to developing our customers, enabling 

them to manage and deliver their own improvement. 

We believe that true sustainable improvement can only be delivered by engaged, 

well trained, and aligned people.

About S A Partners

We create

We deliver

We implement
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Worldwide reach
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Thought Leadership - S A Partners 

Shingo Prize Winning Publications

The Essence

of Excellence

Peter Hines

Chris Butterworth

Shingo Research Prize 

awarded March 2019

TPM

Peter Willmott

John Quirke

Andy Brunskill

Coming June 2019
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The Shingo Model
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Insight 3:

Principles Inform Ideal Behavior 

Insight 2:

Purpose and Systems Drive Behavior

Insight 1:

Ideal Results Require Ideal Behavior

Three Insights of Organisational Excellence 
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Shingo Guiding Principles
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A principle is a foundational rule 

which is…

• Universal and Timeless

• Self Evident

• Govern Consequences

Foundation of a Principle
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❖ Focus on Value Stream

❖ Keep it Simple and Visual

❖ Identify and Eliminate Waste

❖ Stabilize Processes

❖ Standard Work

❖ Go & Observe

❖ No Defects Passed Forward

❖ Integrate Improvement with Work

❖ Rely on Data and Facts

Continuous Improvement Principles: 

Supporting Concepts
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Perfection is an aspiration not likely to be achieved but the 

pursuit of which creates a mindset and culture of 

continuous improvement. The realization of what is possible 

is only limited by the paradigms through which we see and 

understand the world. 

Seek Perfection – Business Case
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Assure Quality at the Source - Business Case

Perfect quality can only be achieved when every 

element of work is done right the first time. If an error 

should occur, it must be detected and corrected at the 

point and time of its creation. 
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Concept of Zero Defects – what stage 

are we?

Defects leave 

company

Level 1
Defects do 

not leave 

company

Level 2 Decrease 

Defects

Level 3

Defects do 

not leave the 

process

Level 4
Zero 

Defects

Level 5

Operations

Defects

Errors

Defects

Operations
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Nondefective 
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Don‘t pass on defects

Defect visuali-sation, 

training

Successive & EOL 

physical inspection

Don‘t let defects

re-occur

Intensify technical 

improvements

Successive & EOL 

physical inspection

Strive for no complaints

More inspections, tests

& containments

Judgement inspections

Slogan

Strategies

Controls

Prevent errors from

becoming defects

Adopt zero defects

production

Source inspection

Lots of defects, lots 

of complaints

Close the factory?

No or insufficient

Inspection

Customer
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At what stage would you say your organisation is?

A- Level 1 Defects leave the company

B- Level 2 Defects do not leave the company and are contained

C- Level 3 Defects do not leave the process but they do reoccur

E- Level 4 Problem solving is robust and defects do not reoccur

F- Level 5 Problem solving is predictive and mistakes are 

prevented 

Poll question
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Achieving Zero Defects

Change in Mindset 

► The way in which people think and behave will need to change  

► Accept the fact that humans will make mistakes

► Detect mistakes and correct them before they become defects

► Find mistakes as early as possible in the process

Method

► Through source inspection using Poka Yoke (Mistake Proofing) devices,

► By organising the workplace in such a way that the potential for making 

mistakes is reduced

► By placing a large emphasis on driving internal defect rates down to Zero

► Integrating the philosophy with the ‘Way Work Works’ in the business
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filename[16]

History of FMEA

This “type”  of thinking is not new but 

was first formalized in the aerospace 

industry during the Apollo program in 

the 1960’s.

► Initial automotive adoption in the 1970’s.
► Potential serious & frequent safety issues.

► Now adopted by many other industries.

Required by QS-9000 for all automotive 

suppliers in mid Nineties

► Potential serious & frequent safety issues or loyalty issues/brand damage.

This “type”  of thinking is not new but was 

first formalized in the aerospace industry 

during the Apollo program in the 1960’s.
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What are the types of FMEA?

Concept “S/CFMEA”- (Driven by System functions) 

A system is an organized set of parts or subsystems to accomplish one or 

more functions. System FMEAs are typically very early, before specific 

hardware has been determined.

Design “DFMEA”- (Driven by part or component functions) 

A Design / Part is a unit of physical hardware that is considered a 

single replaceable part with respect to repair. Design FMEAs are 

typically done later in the development process when specific 

hardware has been determined. 

Process “PFMEA”- (Driven by process functions & part characteristics)

A Process is a sequence of tasks that is organized to produce a product or 

provide a service. A Process FMEA can involve fabrication, assembly, 

transactions or services.

Process “PFMEA”- (Driven by process functions & part characteristics)

A Process is a sequence of tasks that is organized to produce a product or 

provide a service. A Process FMEA can involve fabrication, assembly, 

transactions or services.
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The Basic Principles

► Every processing parameter that is critical to quality must be identified, 

with acceptable levels of variability defined.

► Variation in each of these processing parameters must be 100% 

inspected at source where possible using Poka Yoke devices. 

► Process capability should be improved so as to reduce the likelihood of 

unacceptable variation.

► The process should be stopped, triggering a thorough problem 

investigation immediately unacceptable variation is detected

► The challenge is not to stop people making mistakes, it is 

• To reduce the likelihood by improving the method and the working 

environment.  

• To catch mistakes at source enabling them to be corrected before 

they become defects.

Kwidzyn ZD Project
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Kwidzyn ZD Project
Achieving zero defects mindset using the 

Statapult exercise

Creating a Safe Space for Learning by Doing!?
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No. Process Step Activity CTQ Potential Failure Mode FM No. Potential Failure Effects SEV Potential Causes OCC Current Controls DET

What is the process step? What is critical to 

quality at this 

process step?

What could possibly go 

wrong?
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What are the existing 

controls and procedures 

(inspection and test) that 

detect the cause or the 

Failure Mode?  
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1 Pull back Arm to 177 degrees Base of Statapult is 

secured
Lateral base movement 1

Variation in trajectory / distance
5

Base Not secure - no std 

method
10

No control
10 500

Pull back Arm to 177 degrees Base of Statapult is 

secured
Angular base movement 2

Variation in trajectory / distance
4

Base Not secure - no std 

method
10

No control
10 400

Pull back Arm to 177 degrees Base of Statapult is 

secured
Base jumping 3

Variation in trajectory / distance
9

Base Not secure - no std 

method
10

No control
10 900

Pull back Arm to 177 degrees 177 degrees is 

maintained
No attempt to control to 177 4

Variation in trajectory / distance
10

Muri - no std method
9

No control
10 900

Pull back Arm to 177 degrees 177 degrees is 

maintained
Paralax error in judging 177 5

Variation in trajectory / distance
5

Working environment - difficult 

operation
9 Visual insp only but not reliable 9 405

2
Load Ball into Cup Level of friction from 

cup to ball
Variation in exherted force 6

Variation in trajectory / distance
8 No awareness - no std method 9

No control - feel only no standard 

process
10 720

Load Ball into Cup Orientation of ball 

seam
Inconsistent orientation 7

Variation in trajectory / distance
2 No awareness - no std method 9

No control - feel only no standard 

process
10 180

3 Release Arm
Elasticity has settled

Elasticity not settled 8
Variation in trajectory / distance

7
Muri - no std method

10 No control 10 700

Release Arm

Arm is released 

consistently at 177 

degrees

Inconsistent release method 

(effectively changing angle)
9

Variation in trajectory / distance

7

No Std method

10 No control 10 700

Release Arm

Arm travels parallel 

with statapult base Inconsistent release position 10

Variation in trajectory / distance

2

Arm can move laterally 

because of inconsistent 

release postion

9 No control 10 180

4

Judge Distance Accurate, repeatable 

judgement
Unable to identify landing 

position
11

Inaccurate measurement 

9

No std method of clearly 

identifying landing position. 

Working environment - tape 

measure moving

10 No control 10 900

Judge Distance Accurate, repeatable 

judgement

Inconsistently measuring from 

front or back of ball
12

Inaccurate measurement 
3

No standard for measurement
10 No control 10 300

5
Record Distance Correct value 

recorded
Recording incorrect value 13

Inaccurate measurement 
2

No std process, responsibility 

in poor working environment
8

Spotter leaves finger in place and 

recorder questions if unsure
8 128

6

Return Ball No delay incurred 

that may put time 

pressure on process

Muri introduced which will 

increase risk of all of the 

above

14

Variation in trajectory / distance

10

Working environment and no 

std method (which side to 

return)

8
visually see if bal1 is not returned 

straight
1 80

Current 

RPN
Show FMEA Rating 
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PFMEA Application

PFMEA is an effective process to surface and quantify the 

current level of risk to quality and performance within a 

process

► Key principles of “Zero Defect”  focus on the understanding 

and distinction between defect Occurrence and Detection

► An initial threshold level of 100 RPN will be set at the 

beginning, i.e. anything above this must be improved (This 

can be reviewed and may be re-set later)

► A PDCA improvement process is critical to ensure effective 

implementation

► PFMEA must be considered a live document and kept 

lineside
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PFMEA Application

Why is keeping PFMEA as a living process and documentation close to the 

process so Important? 

Consider the behaviours we could observe relating to this Living process?

► It actively engages the relevant stakeholders who then develop a deep 

knowledge and understanding of risk within the process

► It prioritises improvement action in a logical manner

► Builds quality into process by demonstrate why doing things or using 

certain tools is critical to quality and ultimately customer satisfaction

► It becomes an excellent training document and development structure

► Creates a TRUE LEARNING ORGANISATION

Could we observe and potentially measure some of these Behaviours?
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Overview of PFMEA diagnostic steps

1. List in order all activity steps within the scope of the process

2. Record what activity or condition is ‘critical to quality’ of that step

3. Identify all known and potential failure modes

4. Describe effects of each failure mode

5. Assess seriousness of effect on customers and record as a severity rating

6. Describe known and potential causes that result in the failure mode

7. Assess frequency of these causes and record as an occurrence rating

8. Describe the current controls we have in place that will prevent the cause of the failure mode or 

detect the cause or the failure mode

9. Assess probability of detection of cause or failure mode and record as a detection rating

10. Calculate Risk Priority Number ~ ‘RPN’. Multiply ratings: Severity x Occurrence x Detection

11. Sort and prioritise RPNs by highest to lowest value

12. Create a thorough and detailed implementation plan to reduce risk
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Old RPN 240 New RPN 64

PFMEA Failure Modes

► Circlip overstressed

► Circlip not located properly

Solution Used

► Special insertion device

► Linked to sequence sensor

Core Improvement Area

Occurrence of incorrectly located or 

overstressed circlip reduced 

through contact & fixed value poka 

yoka

Practical examples from industry
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Also applies to service environments

Controlling & Visualising Process Flow

Developing standard work and balance flow 

to reduce eliminate errors in a service 

environment

Old RPN 280 New RPN 52
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Concept of Standardisation 

Adapted from ‘The Toyota Field book ‘ Liker & Meier 2006

?

TIME
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C
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It is crucial we understand that standardisation is: 

► Not fixed forever!

► Dynamic 

► The current best method

► There to be practiced and improved

Reduce variation

Basic stability

P

D

A

C

P

D

A

C

P
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Standard Work ‘Hardware’ – work 

charts & supporting documents

Process Line 3 Station Date 21/02/2012

Elapsed 

Time

(sec)

Task 

Time

(sec)

Elapsed 

Time

(sec)

Task 

Time

(sec)

Elapsed 

Time

(sec)

Task 

Time

(sec)

Elapsed 

Time

(sec)

Task 

Time

(sec)

Elapsed 

Time

(sec)

Task 

Time

(sec)

1 Pick up screw 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 2

2 Fix to Base Plate 10 8 9 6 10 8 9 7 9 6 6

3 Fit base plate to chassis 22 12 21 12 23 13 23 14 23 14 12

4 Torque 6 screws to 10NM 42 20 45 24 45 22 43 20 44 21 20

5 Slide on cover 48 6 49 4 51 6 46 3 48 4 4

6 Grease access tube 51 3 53 4 56 5 49 3 51 3 3

7 Fits drainage bung 55 4 58 5 61 5 54 5 55 4 4

8 Fit air hose 65 10 66 8 75 14 64 10 63 8 8

9 Run test cycle 110 45 112 46 128 53 107 43 108 45 45

10 Remove air hose 116 6 117 5 134 6 110 3 113 5 5

11 Fit plug 120 4 123 6 141 7 118 8 117 4 4

12 Pass to next station 124 4 128 5 149 8 124 6 122 5 5

124 128 149 124 122 118

2 Product Main Drive Observers
Martin Stockman

James Smith

Step Description of Activity

Timing Obs 1 Timing Obs 2 Timing Obs 1 Timing Obs 2 Timing Obs 2
Lowest 

Repeatable 

Task Time

Comments/Remarks

Potential Std Cycle Time (secs)Time for each actual cycle (secs)

Process: Date

Station:

Product:

Elapsed 

Time

Task 

Time

1 0 0 0

2 0 0 0

3 0 0 0

4 0 0 0

5 0 0 0

S
te

p
s

Time

(sec)

Distance

(sec)

Observers:

Line Leader:

Operator:

Distance 

(m)
ENVA

Current State
Future State

NVA Time (sec)
Distance 

(m)

Description of 

Activity

Activity 

Type

Transport 

Operation 

or Delay

Time (sec)

Tooling Material

Activity data Value Judgement

Waste Reduction

Comments/Actions to 

Improve
VA

Standard Work ChartLowest Repeatable Cycle Time Chart

Waste Mapping Document
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“A sampling inspection is nothing more than 

a rational method of inspection; in no way 

does it make quality assurance itself more 

rational... 

“What we need to assure quality is 100% 

inspection that is trouble-free. And the most 

effective way to do that, I concluded, is to 

use poka-yoke devices.” 

Dr. Shigeo Shingo

Ideal state - Make the process do the 

inspection for us!
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What is a Behaviour?

► Behaviour is every action by a person that can be seen or 

heard. (Alberto & Troutman, 2003)

► It is both observable, measurable and can be described in 

concrete terms (I could video it!)

► Our aim is to define the systems in our business that enable 

the behaviours and culture we need, which we measure and 

track through Key Behavioural Indicators as part of our 

normal business performance measurements.
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